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CONTEMPORARY RUSSIAN VERB STEMS ENDING IN "I" HAVE TWO
VARIANT NONFINAL SUFFIXES TO MARK IMPERFECTIVE ASPECT, "IVAJ"
AND "AJ." PURELY PHONOLOGICAL FACTORS CO NOT SEEM TO
DETERMINE.WHICH PREFIX IS USED AND THERE IS LITTLE EVIDENCE
FOR A CAUSAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN A PARTICULAR PREFIX AND A
PREFERRED SUFFIX. IN MANY CASES THE 'IVAJ" SUFFIX IS FOUND
WITH THE EAST SLAVIC FOLNOGLASIE VERB ROOT AND THE "AJ"
SUFFIX WITH THE CORRESPONDING SOUTH SLAVIC/CHURCH SLAVIC
FORM. HOWEVER, THIS TREND HAS EXCEPTIONS AND DOES NOT APPLY
TO ALL VERBS IN 'THE SUBCLASS. A WORD COUNT OF ITEMS IN THE
ACADEMY OF SCIENCES DICTIONARY SHOWS THAT 48 PERCENT OF THE
ITEMS TAKE "IVAJ," 42 PERCENT TAKE "AJ," AND 10 PERCENT TAKE
EITHER. ASSUMING THESE FIGURES ARE REPRESENTATIVE OF THE
WHOLE SUBCLASS, THE SUFFIX "IVAJ" IS THE PRODUCTIVE
IMFERFECTIVIZER. AND MAY SE GRADUALLY REPLACING "AJ." ON A
PRACTICAL LEVEL, HOWEVER, BOTH ARE IN FREQUENT USE AND NO
RULE FOR FORMING THE IMPERFECTIVE OF VERBS IN "I" CAN YET SE
DRAWN UF. (JD)
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A Problem in the Morphology of Russian Verbal Aspec':

Lt1
On sober second thought, the title of this paper should perhaps

r-.1 be "a problem in the derivation of imperfective verb forms". And it

should be noted immediately that the problem is one for waich.I can

La..1 present no elegant solution.

As you may very well know, there exists in contemporary Russian

a sub-class of verbs whose basic stems end in the suffix -i- and

whose conjugational paradigm (present/future) exhibits the following

pattern:
Singular MUM Plural

-u -im let person
-is' -ite 2nd ft

-it -at 3rd ft

The familiar verb govorit' (speak, talk) is an example of the group.

Traditionally these verbs have been known-is the productive part of

the Second Conjugation.

It is also well known that, in the overwhelming majority of cases,

if such a verb possesses a prefix, it belongs to the perfective aspect.

For most such prefixed, perfective verbs there exist (at least

potentially) corresponding imperfectives derived from them in such a way

that the derived form contains the same prefix(es) as the perfective,

the same root, of course, but a quite different non-final suffix. The

isperfectivizing suffixes of concern to us hero are two, -ivaj- and

-aj-. The problem involved is this: Pow can one predict which suffix

will be used in any given case ?

The problem usually arises in the classroom. At some time in his

studies a student of Russian encounters the verb ugovorit' (persuade)
O

and its imperfective ugovarivajut. He may also have at'hand another

item, say, uglubit' (deepen)/ uglubijajut. Juxtaposing the two sets,
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he may well question the lack of uniformity in the formation of the

imperfectives.

By presenting the student's question first, however, I do not wish

to imply that the problem has interest only for the learner of the

language. It seems reasonable that compact settling of the problem

would be preferable from almost any point of view to a mere listing

of a large number of lexical items. Scholars have in the past noted

the existence of the two imperfectivizing suffixes, but no one, to

my knowledge, has suggested any elegant solution to the problem which

the two suffixes cause.

One might seek the solution in the realm of purely phonological

factors, perhaps in a hypothetical state of affairs in which the form

of the suffix is determinedby the immediately preceding consonant, or

by the place of stress in the perfective verb. 2 cursory examination

of the data is sufficient, however, to proie that neither item is

pertinent. For example,

v*Javitt/vyjavljfijut compared with vilovitt/ vylivlivajut

ustivit'/ ustavljajut ft tf usiovit'sja/ uslbvlivajutsja

Next we might posit some relationship between the particular

prefix(es) and a preferred suffix. And indeed a faint glimmering

of hopeful pattern does appear; the prefixes prod-, pre-, and voz-

occur almost exclusively* with the suffix -aj-, while the compound

prefix o-bez- is found only with the suffix -ivaj-. I should

note parenthetically that the former prefixes are associated with a

The three exceptions found were:
preuvelidite/preuvolidivajut, vozveliditi/vozvelidivajut,
vosstanovit'/vosstenavlivajut.
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certain layer of vocabulary often referred to as the Church Slavic

layer, i.e., derived from the ecclesiatical, learned tradition,

while the latter, compound, prefix is purely East Slavic. The other

twenty prefixes show no affinity for we puffix over the other. So,

our hypothesis turns out to be 4f only marginal value.

Still in search of a simple solution one might next examine the

root of the verb, paying particular attention to the phenomenon of

East Slavic polnoglasie pleophony. A respectable number of items

do occur where the polnoglasie form is found with the imperfectivizing

suffix -ivaj-, and the corresponding South Slavic/Church Slavic form

has the suffix -aj-. (See Appendix A for examples.) However, the

pattern is not without exception (also Appendix A), and, of course,

the polnoglasie criterion does not apply to anywhere near all the

verbs in the subclass in question. Thus, one must regretfully

conclude that while an interesting trend is apparent here, it is

again only marginal to our problem.

The next attack on the problem might be to find out approximately

what percentage of the verb items possess the one imperfectivizing

suffix as compared with those having the other. I resorted to just

such counting of items in the Slovar' russkogo jazyka v 6etyrex tomax,

the Academy of Sciences dictionary; certain of the verbs were checkert

informally with native speakers of Russian. Some 48% of the items

take the suffix -ivaj-, about 42% take -aj-, and 10% approximately

form the imperfective either way, without apparent distinction in

image (see Appendix 5).

If these figures can be taken as representative of the state of

affairs within the whole subclass as it exists in the language (and
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that's a large 41190 then perhaps one could say that the suffix

-Ives)* - is the productive imperfectivizer and may be gradually

replacing its rival. Some slight support for part of that 'statement

is found in comments from native speakers to the effect that while

they personally might consistently use, say, odolZajut au the

imperfective of odoliit', they know that they have heard other

Russians use odaltivajut. Yet in making drawing any tentative

conclusion one must not forget that the two alternants have existed

side by side for hundreds of years at least and that the suffix

-0- is still stable in a rather large vocabulary, some of it very

high-frequency vocabulary. On a theoretical level, of course, the

problem is easily resolved at the appropriate point in the grammar

by formulating a rule that perfectives in -i- give rise to imper-

fective s in -ivaj"1, all exceptions simply being listed. Yet on

a practical level such a rule would yield slightly better than a

50/50 chance of success, with any given item, and moreover the list

of exceptions would obviously be unwieldy.

It would seem that I have run out of 'formal' points of attack

upon the problem. Any suggestions from my listeners as to a new

approach would be greatly appreciated.
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Appendix A

Representative polnoglasie forms compared with others:

easopotrztris 30,Bopannamm oTspatIrrb oTspautain

earOpAloreb saropamapp 0 earposmb / earplug=
OROXOTXTb OROXSURS8,107

yroponivat copainaio S come.irriln cowpawavo

011031001Tb 0110318.110113aV2

OTOTpe,,FLUTil ompattavr
itpoxosamin/ npoxoxasrmaios OXIllaMITb 0101aggaRYZ

Counter-examples:

onepezeilmes onapesain
ynpuerb ynpeutaioT

03,110p01371Th 03X(OpOSEMOT
siosnamb nompasnan



Appendix 15

List of verbs containing
in usages

noeumpamT(04
weextusamTes
KIIMMOTX
sarotravinsalow
113. "

noko "

f.tiepen0A0

npoaN

mpusame
Paillpsamtr
ogassusamT
HassumamT
sansmsamT
KW* rl

/Epp
nepe.0 "

11

Hasauxusam
supansnamT
nplyspamman
PeAmsam
06aenanam
sumparsam
noAuenimmT

nun eplum
se- "

na01

064.6
ft

OV.
nepeu
'wok
npo

sf

if
ff

napeueusamT
pea*,

phammramp
ripmpazinsamT
oftcattusain
ormansamT
upousamsam
onopannusamT

ivaj or -aj- without apparent distinction

nolOcmpams (on)
rime mimes

um**
npeAw

ompitoT
YA0dpam
(=maw
messcamT
sawn=
usiA

nepeo

ft

ft

ft

at

itaxounin
supammT
npuppamain
peigamT
°Cum=
susynsamT
nomeum

sumepam
sago "

"

°rim

nape
OTm

ups,
riP0-

ft

ft

ft

ft

nepemegam
pand "

ymoxamT
nprinoposasm
o6ocotiagmT
on am
nponsammat
onommun



omumssum
Raparmatan
111306 "
oOpprosym
ocazosave
nprosatu3amsz
oomuorsisato?
astoapreem
npmenocat5stisa1 n
naorposavr
odorattsaan
vpHornamov
Nalipazansawr
npoo
paoot ft

nomaturnattyr
°Truman
noxtafr

saxnauszseun
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